Abstract-In many applications, tracking of multiple objects is crucial for a perception of the current environment. Most of the present multi-object tracking algorithms assume that objects move independently regarding other dynamic objects as well as the static environment. Since in many traffic situations objects interact with each other and in addition there are restrictions due to drivable areas, the assumption of an independent object motion is not fulfilled. This paper proposes an approach adapting a multi-object tracking system to model interaction between vehicles, and the current road geometry. Therefore, the prediction step of a Labeled Multi-Bernoulli filter is extended to facilitate modeling interaction between objects using the Intelligent Driver Model. Furthermore, to consider road map information, an approximation of a highly precise road map is used. The results show that in scenarios where the assumption of a standard motion model is violated, the tracking system adapted with the proposed method achieves higher accuracy and robustness in its track estimations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking of multiple objects, also known as multi-object tracking, is a basic prerequisite in many applications such as traffic surveillance, advanced driver assistance systems and autonomous driving. The aim of multi-object tracking algorithms is jointly estimating the number of objects and their individual states using a sequence of noisy measurements. Three common approaches are Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) [1] , Multiple Hypotheses Tracking (MHT) [2] and the multi-object Bayes filter, which is based on the Random Finite Set (RFS) framework [3] . The δ-Generalized Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (δ-GLMB) filter [4] is the first analytic implementation of the multi-object Bayes filter using so called labeled RFSs. For the reason that the computational complexity of the δ-GLMB filter increases exponentially with the number of objects, this filter only is suitable for scenarios with a small number of objects. The Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter [5] approximates the δ-GLMB filter in an efficient way representing the posterior density by an LMB distribution, however this approximation results in a loss of information. In contrast to the LMB filter, the δ-GLMB filter facilitates modeling dependencies between objects using a δ-GLMB distribution with multiple hypotheses. Since the LMB filter comprises various hypotheses within the spatial distribution of the estimated object [6] , the dependence on other objects is lost. However, in today's traffic the motion of objects is based on interaction between dynamic objects among each other, as well as regarding A. Danzer, F. Gies, and K. Dietmayer are with the Institute of Measurement, Control and Microtechnology, Ulm University, 89081 Ulm, Germany firstname.lastname@uni-ulm.de the static environment. There are two situations using the example of vehicles in traffic, in which interaction is of great importance. Firstly, in city traffic with many vehicles at the same time, the velocity of a vehicle depends on the velocity of the vehicle ahead. Secondly, the vehicle's direction of motion strongly depends on the road map respectively the road geometry, e.g. curves of the road, roundabouts or intersections. Since, the standard LMB filter assumes that all objects move independently, it does not consider interaction within the current environment of objects, neither other estimated objects nor road geometry. As shown in the two examples presented, the model assumptions of the LMB filter do not correspond to reality. An improvement of the tracking results can be achieved by considering interaction between dynamic objects as well as the static environment.
There are several approaches considering other objects and the environment within a multi-object tracking algorithm. In [7] , physical and social constraints of the environment are integrated into MHT for pedestrians. For this purpose, the prediction of a pedestrian is adapted to the existence of other people, obstacles and physical constraints using the social force model (SFM) [8] combined with a Kalman filter based tracker. In [9] , the SFM is used to describe interaction between multiple persons and to adapt the likelihood within the prediction step of a probability hypotheses density (PHD) filter [10] using a Markov chain Monte Carlo implementation. Both approaches only model interaction between pedestrians, since the SFM is developed to describe motion of pedestrians. Considering physical road constraints and interaction between vehicles using a force-based dynamic model, the domain knowledge-aided moving horizon estimation method combined with an MHT structure is proposed in [11] . Therefore, the SFM is modified modeling the dynamics of vehicles and integrated into a vehicle tracking system. A critical aspect is the SFM models interaction with virtual forces what makes it hard using for describing vehicle dynamics with a physical interpretation. In consequence, the Generalized Force Model (GFM) [12] is introduced for modeling the motion of vehicles, respectively the dynamics of interacting vehicles. The GFM is a car-following model describing the dynamics of a vehicle regarding to a vehicle ahead in traffic flow. There are several other car-following models in literature, e.g. the linear Helly model [13] and the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [14] . In [15] , a multi-vehicle tracking system considering road map information and vehicles interaction using a car-following model is presented. For this purpose, it is assumed that the movement of vehicles is limited on single lane roads without any intersections.
Further, the Helly model is integrated into a framework using the standard Kalman filter [16] , which only is applicable for linear vehicle motion. The tracking system represents the estimation of vehicles in road coordinates and measurements are generated from a simulated GPS sensor. Additionally, measurements are validated before data association using the road map information.
This contribution proposes another approach considering information about the road geometry and interaction between estimated tracks representing vehicles. Modeling track dependencies, a car-following model, here the IDM, is integrated into a Gaussian Mixture (GM) LMB filter implementation [6] with an underlying Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [17] . Using an UKF facilitates dealing with nonlinear filter equations, so the motion of vehicles can be described more realistic. Further, the information of a highly precise digital map is transformed into a suitable approximation to quickly incorporate the road map information into the GM-LMB filtering steps. In contrast to the method presented in [15] , this approach is not limited to roads without intersections. Another important aspect is, the presented approach is integrated into the real-time environment perception system using in the autonomous vehicle of Ulm University [18] . Since real world data is used, the results of this contribution are representative.
In many tracking application, a Constant Turn Rate and Velocity (CTRV) model [19] describes the vehicle dynamics. In reality this assumption of motion, due to interaction between objects among each other and the road geometry, is not fulfilled, i.e. velocity and turn rate are not constant. For this reason, this paper presents the integration of interaction between objects using the IDM and road geometry information using a new approach in the prediction step of the GM-LMB filter. The main idea is to correct the wrong assumption of the dynamic model, i.e. velocity and turn rate, adapting the prediction step of a GM-LMB filter.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II recaps the basics of labeled RFSs and the LMB filter. Further, the IDM is introduced. Section III describes the GM-LMB filter first. Subsequently, the calculation of road map information, as well as the modeling of interaction between objects and considering road map information in the GM-LMB filter is presented. Section IV presents results using realistic scenarios with real data. Finally, in Section V concluding remarks are given.
II. BACKGROUND
This section recaps the principle of multi-object tracking using labeled multi-Bernoulli Random Finite Sets and provides the basics of the Labeled Multi-Bernoulli filter. Also, the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) later used for interaction between objects is reviewed.
A. Labeled Multi-Bernoulli RFS
An RFS [3] is a finite-set-valued random variable containing a random number of unordered points which are also random. The multi-object state is represented by the RFS X = {x (1) , . . . , x (N ) } ⊂ X with finite single-target state vectors x (i) ∈ X and the state space X. Either, a Bernoulli RFS is empty with a probability 1 − r, or is a singleton with probability r and spatial distribution p. The probability density is
A multi-Bernoulli RFS comprises multiple independent Bernoulli RFSs
. In a scenario with multiple objects, a key objective is to estimate the current state as well as the identity of an object. Therefore, [4] introduces the class of labeled RFSs. In a labeled RFS, for each state vector x ∈ X a label ∈ L is attached, where L is a finite label space.
A labeled multi-Bernoulli (LMB) RFS is completely defined by the parameter set {(r
is the existence probability and p ( ) the spatial distribution. According to [5] the corresponding density is
with
where δ |X| (|L(X)|) ensures distinct labels of a realization. The projection in (2) maps labeled state vectors to labels using
B. Labeled Multi-Bernoulli Filter
The Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter [5] is an accurate and fast multi-object tracking filter using RFSs. An advantage of the LMB filter is modeling uncertainty in data association implicitly. Considering that, the spatial distribution of a track comprises the association of tracks to multiple measurements.
An LMB RFS is a conjugate prior with respect to the prediction equations. The multi-object prediction of a multi-object posterior LMB RFS with parameter set
is again an LMB RFS defined on the state space X and finite label space L + = B ∪ L. The prediction is given by
where
Here, p S (·, ) describes the survival probability and f (x|·, ) the target transition density for a single track . Further, η S ( ) is a normalization constant. For a detailed explanation and the equations of the LMB filter update step see [6] .
C. The Intelligent Driver Model
The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [14] is a car-following model which describes the longitudinal dynamics of a vehicle following a leading vehicle along a single lane. The IDM calculates the acceleration of a vehicle α depending on its velocity v α , the distance s α and the velocity difference ∆v α to the leading vehicle α − 1. The acceleration is given bẏ v α =v free α +v interaction α , wherev free α describe the acceleration of vehicle α without leading vehicle α − 1 achieving a desired velocity, andv interaction α the deceleration due to the leading vehicle. Since in tracking application, a desired velocity is not known, in the following the accelerationv free α is negligible. The interactive deceleration compares the current distance s α with the desired distance s * (v α , ∆v α ) and is given byv
where a is the maximum acceleration. The desired distance is
where s 0 is the minimum distance, v α T a safety distance depending on the velocity v α and time gap T , and an intelligent deceleration strategy using the maximum acceleration a and the comfortable deceleration delay b.
III. LMB FILTER MODELING INTERACTION BETWEEN VEHICLES AMONG EACH OTHER AND ROAD GEOMETRY
As shown in Section II-B, an object consists of a label, an existence probability and the spatial distribution. The prediction step propagates the existence probability and the spatial distribution. The prediction of the spatial distribution depends on the modeling of the vehicle's dynamics. This contribution proposes an approach to incorporate interaction between vehicles with each other and with the road geometry during the prediction step.
A. The Gaussian Mixture Labeled Multi-Bernoulli Filter
The LMB filter is realized using a Gaussian Mixture (GM) implementation introduced in [6] . For this purpose, a mixture of Gaussian distributions
represents the posterior probability densities p ( ) of all labeled Bernoulli tracks ∈ L. In (11),x ( ,j) is the mean value of respective Gaussian component and P ( ,j) the corresponding error covariance estimation, where each Gaussian component describes one possible state of track . As described in [20] , the weights w ( ,j) of the components are normalized to one.
In the case, that each object follows a linear Gaussian process model, the prediction step using standard Kalman filter equations is shown in [6] .
Since in realistic scenarios, the object dynamics is nonlinear, the standard Kalman filter is not sufficient. The prediction step to slightly nonlinear motion models may be realized with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [1] or an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [17] implementation. Here the UKF implementation for prediction and update of the posterior probability densities p ( ) is used. The UKF samples several points, also known as sigma points, according to the principles of the unscented transform. The predicted and updated densities are given by the propagation of these points through the nonlinear motion and measurements transformations. The UKF approach facilitates adapting individual sigma points using interaction between objects and road map information. This has the major advantage that not only the mean of the object's state is adapted, but also implicitly its covariance, since the covariance matrix is calculated using each sigma point. For more details and corresponding equations see [17] .
Obtaining a closed form prediction of individual GM components, the unscented transform is applied to propagate the first and second moment of the predicted densities through the nonlinear motion model. So, for each GM component (11), i.e. each Gaussian distribution N x k−1 ;x
k−1 , a set of sigma points is generated. At time k − 1, the set of sigma points per mixture component consists of 2n+1 sigma points with augmented mean and covariance
k−1 is the mean with its corresponding covariance and Q k−1 the covariance matrix of process noise.
The sigma points χ ( ,j,i) k are calculated according to
with corresponding weights
is the i-th row of the matrix square root of P , n is the dimension of the augmented state and κ is a design parameter with n + κ = 0, shifting the sigma points further outwards or inwards in the uncertainty ellipse. Subsequently, the sigma points for i = 1, . . . , n are partitioned to
with independent zero-mean Gaussian noise process v ( ,j,i) k−1 . After the noise states are added to the corresponding state components, the prediction applies the nonlinear equations of the CTRV model, hence
In case of a CTRV model, the states components are
with position x and y, magnitude of the velocity v, orientation ϕ and turn rate ω. Hence, the state transition with sampling time T is given by
Then, the predicted GM component is
with predicted mean and covariancê
For more details as well as the equations for the update step using a nonlinear measurement model, see [21] .
B. Approximation of a Highly Accurate Digital Map
The road map used in the test vehicles for autonomous driving at Ulm University [18] , is a highly precise measured digital map recorded with a Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) mounted on the vehicles. For each lane on the test route, a reference line was recorded and represented as line string, i.e. a huge number of individual equidistant points. This format of the road is not very suitable, since single points contain less information about the road lane, e.g. width and direction of lanes or relation between multiple lanes, especially at intersections. Therefore, in this paper the digital map is approximated by related rectangles describing road lanes. For the rectangles calculation, the points on the reference lines are reduced using the iterative end-point fit algorithm [22] . Then a set of rectangles R are fitted to approximate the reference lines, whereby each rectangle is represented by a center position, width, length, orientation and an unique identifier. The curvier the road course, the more rectangles are needed for the approximated line. The rectangles length is given by the results of the iterative endpoint fit algorithm, the width is a fix parameter. Improving the road map approximation, the rectangle width can be adapted to the actual width of the track using an offline road map with recorded lane width or an online lane detection procedure. Since the calculated rectangles represent a road course, the orientation of rectangles describe the direction of the road course. Further on, each rectangle contains Representation of a roundabout in the road map. Recorded reference lines (black dotted lines) and approximation using rectangles (gray rectangles). information of following rectangles, which simplifies the association of rectangles to a specific road lane. Figure 1 shows recorded reference lines (black dotted lines) and the approximated road map using rectangles representing the current road geometry (gray rectangles). A big advantage of this map format is, objects can be easily assigned to rectangles. Further, the orientation of rectangles can be used to adapt the turn rate of an object during the prediction step.
C. LMB Filter Modeling Interaction Between Dynamic Tracks and Road Map Information
As described in Section III-A, the prediction applies the CTRV model describing the vehicle dynamics. This model assumes a constant velocity and a constant turn rate, so during the prediction of a state, the velocity and turn rate remains unchanged. In many scenarios these assumptions are not fulfilled. This section presents a prediction containing a correction of the wrong assumptions by integrating the velocity of interacting vehicles and the orientation of the road course.
1) Interaction Between Tracks: Since vehicles interact primarily with the vehicle ahead, e.g. in dense traffic situations vehicles adjust their velocity according to leading vehicle, the assumption of constant velocity is wrong. Realizing this behavior for tracks, it has to be known which tracks are moving one behind other. Then the interactive acceleration (9) can be used to adapt the velocity component of a track in the prediction step using the following algorithm.
The GM (11) represents the spatial distribution of a track with label , so each component of the GM has to predict considering interacting tracks. Firstly, for each GM component N x;x ( ,j) , P ( ,j) the subset of rectangles R ⊆ R where the component is located are determined (a track can be located in more than one rectangle, since rectangles partially overlap at intersections). Secondly, the algorithm checks for all other existing tracks with a specific existence probability, whether a track n = m is located in front of the currently considered GM component. A potential interacting track is located in the same rectangle as the GM component or in one of the following rectangles. Thirdly, the predicted mean and covariance of the GM component is calculated using equations (13) -(24). If an interacting track n is found, for each sigma point generated from the GM component, the velocity is adjusted using the IDM (Sec. II-C). So the adapted velocity component of sigma point (22) is
where v ( ,j,i) is the velocity of the sigma point, ∆v ( ,j,i) the relative velocity between the sigma point and estimated mean of the interacting tracks and s ( ,j,i) the distance of the sigma point to the estimated mean value of the interacted track. As a result, this prediction compensates the error due to the wrong model assumptions of constant velocity in case that two tracks interact with each other.
2) Dependency to Road Map: Vehicle dynamics is limited to the road course, e.g. vehicles adjust their orientation regarding to the current road course. Especially on curvy roads or road section with changing orientation, e.g. roundabouts, the assumption of constant turn rate is not fulfilled. Counteracting this, the following approach uses the orientation of the road map to correct wrong orientations of tracks during the prediction. Firstly, for each GM component N x;x ( ,j) , P ( ,j) the subset of rectangles R ⊆ R, where the component is located, are determined. Secondly, during the prediction of mean and covariance, the orientation of the rectangle is used to correct the turn rate of all sigma points (19) . For each sigma point the difference between the orientation of the rectangle ϕ is calculated, hence
Finally, the new turn rate is calculated by
where s is the distance of the sigma point to the longitudinal border of the rectangle and v ( ,j,i) its velocity. So, the last part of equation (27) can be interpreted as the time how long the sigma point will be located in the current rectangle. As a result, using the turn rate (27) the sigma point orientation converges to the orientation of the rectangle.
At intersections, a GM component is located in more than one rectangle, since there are different possibilities following the road course. Considering all possible direction, the prediction splits up the GM component regarding the number of rectangles, i.e. it divides the weight w ( ,j) into several weights uniformly distributed and predicts the multiplied components N x;x ( ,j) , P ( ,j) with respect to the respective rectangles. So using multiple GM components facilitate to consider various hypotheses in the prediction.
IV. RESULTS
In this chapter, results for the tracking system integrating interaction between objects and road map information are presented and compared to the standard LMB filter. The algorithms are implemented in C++ and applied to different experimental scenarios using the test vehicles of Ulm University. The test vehicles is equipped with a long range radar and a gray scale camera to detect and track traffic participants over time. The first part of the evaluation examines the accuracy of estimation using a single-object tracking scenario. For this purpose, the ego vehicle is tracking a leading vehicle on test route with rural and urban route sections (Fig. 2) . The second part evaluates the multi-object aspect on a urban scenario with heave traffic and interaction between vehicles.
A. Practical Implementation
Modeling the object dynamic during the prediction, a CTRV model is used. The parameters for the IDM in (10) are determined experimentally and in accordance with [14] given by T = 1.6 s, a = 0.73 m/s 2 and b = 1.67 m/s 2 . Since the assumptions of this model are not fulfilled at all times, process noise is added to an object's state. The normalized values are 5 m/s 2 for the velocity, 0.1 rad/s 2 for the turn rate. The persistance probability of a track is given by 0.99. Further, in the measurement models the detection probability of the radar is set to 0.85 and of the camera to 0.75, the clutter intensity of the radar to 1e −5 and of the camera to 0.01. Tracks are extracted with an existence probability greater than 0.2 and are pruned with a probability less than 0.01. and road map information outperforms the standard LMB filter, since the error in respective state components is smaller. The label error is interpreted as follow: If the reference vehicle is not tracked, because the existence probability is too low, the value is zero. If a new track is initialized, the value increases by one. Best result would be a constant value one, then the track label of the object regarding to the reference vehicle is estimated correctly over the entire scenario. Table I lists root mean squared error (RMSE) values for the scenario. Obviously, for all state vector components, estimation results using the LMB filter modeling interaction and road map information are more precise. Compared to the standard LMB filter, the accuracy is improved by 23 − 55%.
B. Single-Object Accuracy
Another major benefit of the presented approach integrating road map information to adapt the turn rate, is a more realistic estimation of the covariances. By adjusting sigma points (22) using road map information, not only the mean (23) is affected, but also the covariance (24) implicitly. Figure 4 illustrates this fact. With the standard LMB tracker, the oncoming bus is estimated on the wrong lane behind the ego vehicle with a circular expanding covariance. Using road map information, the mean of the track is located on the correct lane and the covariance realistically expands towards the course of road. Fig. 4 . On the left, the view of the rear camera showing a bus on the opposite lane. In the middle and right, mean and covariance of estimated object which belongs the bus. The blue ellipse belongs to the standard tracking system, the red to the improved system integrating road map information (gray rectangles).
C. Multi-Object Performance
Since no ground truth data is available from urban scenarios with dense traffic, this part of the evaluation is qualitative. Figure 5 shows two scenarios in an typically urban area with dense traffic. In both scenarios, occlusion between vehicles occurs, so the existing vehicles do not generate measurements all the time. Especially in such situations, the prediction affects the tracking results, hence modeling interaction between objects and road map information can be very useful. Evaluating the estimated objects, the camera view is used to understand the scene, and a precise laserscanner to get an idea of the vehicles' position and shape. Figure 5 (a) shows a situation of three oncoming vehicles. Here, particularly the integration of the road map information improves the tracking results. The standard LMB filter estimates the orientation of track 44 (blue box) clearly incorrect. Using the road map information, the estimation of the same track (red box with label 43) is much more accurate. Since the velocity of the three objects in a row is low and the safety distance calculated by the IDM is maintained, the On the left, the view of the front camera showing an urban scenario with dense traffic. In the middle, estimated objects of the standard LMB tracker (blue boxes), and on the right, the results of the LMB tracker using interacting objects and road map information (red boxes). The laser measurements (yellow points) visualize position and shape of vehicles. difference in the velocity estimation is small. Figure 5 (b) visualizes a situation with three strongly interacting vehicles driving ahead the ego vehicle. Here, again integrating road map information results in a better estimated orientation, so all tracked objects (red boxes) are more orientated towards the course of road. In this scenario, the effect of modeling interaction is clearly visible. Considering objects 77 and 78 estimated by the standard LMB filter (blue boxes), the estimated velocity is too high. As a result, the error between estimated position and respective laser points is clearly visible, especially looking at object 78. Modeling interaction between these three objects improves the corresponding estimated velocities (red boxes with label 75 and 76). Thus, the position error can be significantly reduced.
V. CONCLUSION
This contribution has proposed an approach for multiobject tracking modeling interaction between estimated objects as well as integrating road map information using an approximation of a highly precise digital map. Especially in situations with dense traffic or curvy road course, the model assumptions describing the vehicle dynamics are not fulfilled. For this reason, the presented approach has integrated interacting objects and road map information into a standard vehicle dynamic model adapting the prediction step of a tracking system. On scenarios with dense traffic and interacting objects, the estimated velocity component is improved using the Intelligent Driver Model. Further, an approximated road map described by connected rectangles is used to adapt the turn rate component. The evaluation has shown, modeling interaction between objects improves tracking results, particularly in scenarios with dense traffic, e.g. urban traffic, since the dependency between vehicles is modeled in the prediction. Further, in situations with curvy road lanes, e.g. round abouts or intersections, the results are much better since the road map information is very useful. As a result, using road map information leads to a significantly accurate estimation of the orientation, and as a result existing tracks are lost less often.
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